October 2017

Daily
Saturday 21 October
It is already Saturday. This day will again be full of nice people, dances, music and … glitter! Enjoy :)

Glitter Galaxy
main Stagteer en de Draak
16:00 Wou
s de Lanla
17:45 Quau
xpress
19:30 KV E
mia
21:30 Estre
23:15 KNEP
le Pont
00:15 Sous

Photos
CaDansa is about making good memories
together. A great way to look back at those
memories are photos. We have some special
photo things at CaDansa, did you use them to
make photo’s already?
Somewhere a glittery analogue camera
lays hidden.. When you find it you can
make a photo and put it somewhere else.
We are really curious for the photo’s we
find on it afterwards!
Did you use the Photo Booth already? You
can take photos with all your favourite
CaDansa mascottes! Do press the red
button! You find the photos at
orkfotografie.nl/cadansa2017

Curious minds were
Pure people
Smiling at the naked futu
re

17:15-18:30 Duo Rodriguez Franceschini
19:00-19:45 Andoorn
20:00-20:45 Mr. Fruits
20:45-21:15 Silent disco: Adam VS (you?!)
21:30-22:15 Wim te Groen
22:45-23:30 Grove Maling
00:00-00:45 Eric These
00:45-02:00 Silent disco: DJ W-tje VS Ilya
We are still looking for a Silent Disco DJ. You can
bring your laptop or MP3 player, plug in and let
those people tune in to your channel! Sign up
with one of the volunteers at the open stage.

Photo Booth!

Sponsors
Special thanks to our Sponsors. We had a grant
from VSB Fonds and we get sponsoring from
SoundLink for the sound technology.

Quotes

wORD search

There seems to be something about butts.. This was
in de Cadaily bag: “Everybody
wants to look at Tessa’s butt,
‘cause that butt’s the only butt
who knows where it’s at!’” serenade to Tessa’s butt… and
yeah, this picture we found in de
e-mail…
Someone to Nori: “your hair
smells like Barbapapa” Nori wondering: ‘but is it
an airplane, a car or a tree with
eyes?’

Find the words… they are
horizontal, vertical, diagonal,
reversed…owl, fox, octopus,
hedgehog, peacock, starwhale,
rain, glitters, blindfold, Louise,
ginger, galaxy, photobooth,
whishtree, mermaid and …secret
word..

rUMOURS
In the school the floor wasn’t dry yet for the Saving
Energy workshop… so there was a pre-saving energy workshop!
Watch out with the Poitou… in the workshop Lucas taught a
“Branle de l’epine” In this dance it is all about who can manage
to dance the longest. There is even a punishment for the
person that gives up first… lyrics in English: The first one to
stop la la la, will be swung from arms and legs… (French: Le
premier qu’arretra la la la, a tra era
Seeds are planted at this edition of CaDansa
People dancing on the bar, crawling under someone’s legs
(Roelof was stuck between some legs…) Bingo creates
funny situations! How many cards can you fill? Miranda filled one in
one hour just being at the bar…
We heard about a new cocktail.. it is called ‘Outer Spice’ … the name says it all!
Still wondering who photobombed the crew photo since Thursday?
Mermaids spotted in the Swimming
Pool!

